Nipah virus hits monsoon retreat to north Kerala

According to travel websites, travelers are advised on the sites where it is safe to visit the southern states of which there is little to no chance of getting bitten by mosquitoes due to the lack of rainfall and resulting low numbers of mosquitos.

The website is now offering advice on how to avoid mosquito bites and reduce the risk of getting bitten by mosquitoes when visiting these areas.

Second round of admissions under RTE Act begins in city

Admissions were concluded after four rounds by the end of April, but as far as only one round has been completed.

Parents, who missed out on the application process in the first round, can apply for the remaining two rounds of admissions, which will begin on May 15. The RTE Act guarantees a seat for every child in government and aided schools.
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Man ‘kills’ neighbour for ‘creating disturbance’

The accused, Ashish Jainwar, was talking to his wife on phone when the argument turned violent. Jainwar allegedly asked his wife to keep quiet for quite some time, but when she did not listen, he took a ‘rohida’ (a sharp-edged weapon) and hit her with it, said the victim.

After hearing the arguments, Jainwar alleged that the woman, an employee at a local private company, was being impolite to his wife.

“The accused, Ashish Jainwar, was talking to his wife on phone when the argument turned violent. Jainwar allegedly asked his wife to keep quiet for quite some time, but when she did not listen, he took a ‘rohida’ (a sharp-edged weapon) and hit her with it, said the victim.

Bank CEO loses Rs 2L in credit card fraud

The CEO of a leading financial institution said that his Rs 2-lakh credit card was swiped multiple times, including by an accomplice of a local resident, a woman.

The CEO said he was not aware of any such incident as his credit card was swiped multiple times.

According to the CEO, his Rs 2-lakh credit card was swiped multiple times, including by an accomplice of a local resident, a woman.

The CEO said he was not aware of any such incident as his credit card was swiped multiple times.
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At meet with kin of loco pilots, CR to stress on need for rules

With four fatal accidents at Signal Displaying (SD) board reported in the last one month, the Central Railways (CR) is preparing a standard operating procedure (SOP) for the entire fleet.

The SOP for the entire fleet will be on signal display and will include a standard display at the level of the train, the speed of the train and the distance of the train from the station.

The SOP for the entire fleet will be on signal display and will include a standard display at the level of the train, the speed of the train and the distance of the train from the station.
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Car showroom executive booked for duping firm, customers:

The showroom has been booked for duping firm and customers, according to the report.

The showroom has been booked for duping firm and customers, according to the report.
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